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Hey Pals... Hope You Had a Great Weekend ....
We find the Feed-Back and Questions we get on Fruit Ridge Notes
very valuable and informative.....and Sometimes, quite thot-provoking.
Whenever we can, unless the Grower doesn't want it mentioned for some
reason, we like to share and respond with the ''Q & A'' in
our F.R.Notes without using our Grower-Pal's Name.
....Really Appreciate You Guys ....Thanks Again.
And please remember that all Fruit Ridge Notes are 'Archived' on
our Reisters.Net Site.
****Guys & Gals doing the Organic-Production really like the
'''BroadSpred-Green''' .... our OMRI-Listed Silicone Surfactant....
Really Good Stuff !!
****I am Seriously Watching ....some incoming results out
of Oregon State.... a Trial on Pears & FireBlight.... Where they used all
sorts of Products. The main thing that really jumps out at me really big
right out of the gates is that the 1 Qt. CS2005 performed for them the
same as the 4 QtsCueva ...Sweet Fancy Moses.... That's Huge !!! That
makes '''005''' 1/3 the cost-per-acre of those guys 'down-the-street' ...
That's just crazy huge !!!
And....They used 1 Qt. '''005''' in 100-gal-Water ....instead
of 50 GWA like we do here.... so their PPM was 1/2... a whole lot weaker
than our normal mix here..... More crazy good news for '''005'''to come
I'm sure ..... But Wow... This is huge.
****BioProTect....Our new ButtKickn '''B.T.'''Worm-Killer''' ...... All
Good Reports and Feed-Back so far .... If any of Ya'll have had any 'LackLuster' performance with BioProTect....??? I would really like to
know.....??
Same goes for ''AvianBirdControl'' product... Hasn't anyone had
any 'Not-so-Satisfactory' performance yet...?? I'm hearing only all good
things.
****There's also gonna be a huge List of Nursery
Folks at Alicandros Research Tour next Week
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Wednesday ....Aug.2..... to RSVP--- send to
'''LindsayLamora@agrassistance.com''' ....and you can check-out
their WebSite at '''www.agrassistance.com'''
****Q & A .... Right...No ...No AzoxyProp on Pears or Apples.
Pretty Crazy. I love AzoxyProp.... But the strobie-part of it is
''Abound''...and will actually Phyto-DeFoliate some Apple
Varieties....like Mac Types. I have some Pals by BerrienCenter that
have seen it 1st-Hand...Pretty Ugly !!!
****Brix---Increased Levels Fruit Soluble Solids is right at
100% consistently a result of VitaZyme BioStimulant Apps on all of
our Fruit Crops. Alicandro says the other Result that is like Tied for
1st Place when using VZ on Apples is the '''Return-Bloom'''
thing....very consistent. Alicandro says blocks with heavy CropLoads
can especially benefit from an extra PreHarvest VitaZyme Appln ....
for both Reasons.
****The ORO-Agri Products are an extract of the OrangePeel.....Kinda crazy. Their product called '''Prevam-Ultra''' actually
penetrates the surface of soft-bodied insects like Mites and Aphids
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and drys them out...then they die.
And as a bunch of
the Organic Guys & Gal Pals have found out.... These Orange-PeelProducts really do work..... And I have regular-ProductionConventional Guys using a bunch of this stuff as well.
Also----Some Blues Boys use it also because of the pleasant
aroma...like orange-peels....to mask their stinky Asana or
whatever....

Love it.

Hope You Have a Nice Monday Eve .....r

